NOTICE TO MEMBERS 19/03/20
We are monitoring the Coronavirus (COVID-19) situation daily, with the health and
safety of our Staff and, Members being our highest priority. In light of the evolving
and uncertain situation, we have put in place precautionary measures to keep our
community safe:
Most recent Changes:














Entry to the Club will only be granted to Members from 20 March 2020
Every second Poker Machine has been switched off indefinitely
Wherever possible you will be encouraged to pay for your purchases via “tap &
go” or with your Members points
Members are asked to display their Membership card to Staff at the till who will
manually process the transaction for Members rewards, and pay by points.
Seating throughout the Club has been decreased by 35%
Bingo is suspended indefinitely as of 20 March 2020
Trivia is suspended indefinitely as of 20 March 2020
Saturday Raffles are suspended indefinitely as of 20 March 2020
The Footy Drinks Draw is suspended indefinitely as of 20 March 2020
Functions expected to attract more than 100 people (including Staff) will be
postponed or cancelled.
The Bistro is no longer taking bookings
The Bistro Playground and Games room are closed indefinitely
The Courtesy bus seating will be limited to 14 passengers to provide individual
seats for every passenger from 20 March 2020

Previously advised changes and measures:





Saturday and Sunday Entertainment suspended indefinitely as of 17 March 2020
Friday night Poker suspended indefinitely as of 17 March 2020
Friday and Sunday raffles suspended indefinitely as of 17 March 2020
The Clubs contract cleaning service has increased its scope significantly and has
dedicated an additional 2 hours to the daily cleaning of touch points throughout
the Club.
 Club Staff will be conducting regular touch point cleaning during trading hours
focusing heavily on restroom doors, table and bar tops, gaming machines and
hand rails.
 The location of hand sanitisers throughout the Club has been heavily increased.
As detailed in a Statement from Clubs NSW to the media:
NSW clubs remain open for business, and the public can be assured that their local
club is a safe and hygienic environment, with no detected cases of COVID-19 to
date at 1200 venues across the state. The Prime Minister and Chief Medical Officer
(CMO) were clear in their advice that while non-essential mass gatherings such as
sporting events and concerts will have to be reviewed, people should go about
their everyday lives. Day-to-day club operations will be unaffected, and venues
have already taken proactive steps to ensure that your local club is a safe place to
enjoy a meal and a drink.
Whilst some of the measures taken may appear extreme, I can assure you that they
have been made only to ensure the health and safety of the community. Please rest
assured that the situation is being closely monitored and changes can and will be
made daily to keep our Members safe and if at any stage new measures are seen to
be un necessary they may shortly thereafter be modified or revoked.
We appreciate your patience and thank you for your continued support and
patronage of the Kiama Leagues Club.
Best wishes for your health and well-being and that of your family and friends.
Sincerely,
Jesse O’Brien
General Manager
For and on behalf of
The Board of Directors

